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1. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY 
In this paper we investigate the classical solvability in the large of initial 
boundary value problems for general inear parabolic equations on finite 
c"-networks. (The precise definition of cV-networks is given in Section 2.) 
On the parametrized edges kj of the network G we consider equations of 
the form Ljuj =fj  with 
= Lj xj, t, -~xj, -~t =-~-  Aj xj, t, , (1) 
= aj(xj, t) O---~j + bj(xj, t) + cj(xj, t) (2) 
and positive coefficients aj(xj, t). At the ramification nodes E, in G we 
impose continuity conditions and Kirchhoff laws 
doco.(t ) um(E ,, t) = O, (3) 
J 
or more generally 
r,(t) u(Ei, t) + ~ d,jc,j(t) ujxj(E,, t) = fli(t) 
J 
(4) 
with time-dependent positive conductivity factors c,~(t). The boundary 
conditions at those vertices that lie only on one edge are Dirichlet or 
inhomogeneous 3rd boundary conditions. 
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We show that, under natural smoothness and compatibility conditions, 
for any initial data ~b and for any fj and /3, the initial boundary value 
problem on G x [0, T] has a unique classical solution. It can be estimated 
from above with respect o the corresponding orm in terms of ~, fj, 13, and 
a constant depending only on G and the coefficients of the differential 
operator and of the operators at the vertices. The proof consists mainly of 
showing that the initial boundary value problem on G is equivalent to a 
well-stated initial boundary value problem for a parabolic system, where 
the boundary conditions are such that the results of Solonnikov [8] can be 
applied (Sections 4 and 7-9). For that purpose we transform the network G 
into a bipartite one G* (Sections 5 and 6), on which the modified initial 
boundary value problem remains equivalent to the one on G. The network 
G* has certain regularity properties that permit the definition of a system 
boundary condition ~u = • that corresponds to the conditions at all ver- 
tices on the one side, and where the matrix differential boundary operator 
satisfies an apt homogeneity and the complementary condition on the 
other. As they cause many nonzero ff-diagonal entries in the matrix ~, the 
continuity conditions and the conditions (4) at ramification odes are 
precisely the reason why a treatment within a class of problems as con- 
sidered by Solonnikov becomes necessary, if we want to apply known 
results to our problem. And thereby Solonnikov's class of boundary con- 
ditions seems to be very apt to our situation. We note in passing that the 
more recent results of Amann [ 1 ] also can be applied here. 
As for the case of time-independent coefficients, we mention the follow- 
ing papers. In [6] and [7], Lumer has investigated the semigroup roper- 
ties of the local operator that is defined by (2), (3) at ramification odes, 
and zero Dirichlet conditions at boundary vertices. There, also locally finite 
networks are admitted. Beyond that, the definition of networks given 
in [6] is slightly different from the one given here in what concerns the 
boundary vertices. In[3],  Sturm-Liouville eigenvalue problems on 
networks and eigenfunction expansions have been treated, while in [4], a 
characteristic equation for the eigenvalues has been deduced in the case of 
constant coefficients. 
The results presented here comprehend those of Chapter 3 of the 
author's thesis [2] at the University of TiJbingen, 1984. 
2. cV-NETWORKS 
All graphs considered are supposed to be nonempty, finite, and, unless 
otherwise stated, simple. Let F be a connected topological graph in the 
Euclidean space ~m with n vertices E={E, i l<i<n} and N edges 
K= {kj ! 1 < j_<_ N}. As a Jordan curve in R", each kj is assumed to be 
505/72/2-9* 
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parametrized by its arc length parameter xj, and we assume that the 
parametrizations rcj: [0, lj] --* kj are v times differentiable 
~rj e CV([0, l:], R"), l< j<N,v>l .  
We then define the cV-network G belonging to F as the union 
N 
G= U 
Endowed with the induced topology, G is a connected and compact space 
in ~m. 
The valency of each vertex is denoted by ?, = ?(E,), and we distinguish 
two classes of vertices: Int E and 0G denote the set of ramification odes 
Int E= {E,e E! ?(E,) > 1 } and boundary vertices 0G = {E, ~ Ei ?(E;) = 1 }. 
With respect o the given orientation, the incidence matrix D = (do),,, N of 
F is defined by 
l 1 if nj(lj) = E;, 
d o= -1  if nj(0)=E,,  
0 otherwise. 
For functions u: G--* R we set uj=uo~r]: [0, l j]-o R. Since the index 
indicates uniquely the possible argument, we use the abbreviations 
uj( E,) = u:(n f l( E,) ), 
u:xj(E,) = ~ u,(x:) x, = ,~j ~E,I etc. 
Differentiation is carried out on each edge k: with respect o the arc length 
parameter xj. For any compact space c let C(c) denote the Banach space of 
real-valued functions inherited with the maximum norm 1"1~ °). For q e 
and c¢ e (0, 1 ], we set 
cq+'fG) = {ue C(G)i Vje {1 ..... N}: U:~-. cq+c~([0, tj])}, 
where cq+~([a, b]) denotes the Banach space of q times differentiable 
functions on [a, b], whose qth derivative is HSlder continuous with 
exponent ~, inherited with the usual H61der norm ['l(q+~)[a.b] s defined, e.g., 
in [5. Chap. I Sect. 1 ]. With respect o the norm 
N 
u (q+at) ~ 11 (q+~t) 
G = - - j  [0 ,  t j ]  , 
j= l  
cq+~(G) is a Banach space. 
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We introduce t as the independent time variable and 
I2 = G x [0, T] for 
& = [o, 6] x [o, T], 
~'~]p "~" (0, 6) X (0, T], 
u, = uo ( nj, id): t2 ~ -~ R for 
T> 0, 
u: O--* R. 
As a special subspace of the Banach space C(I2) we introduce 
C 2+" ' +~/2(I2)= {ue C((2) i Vj ~ {1 ..... N}: u,e C2+~' ' +'/2(g2,)}, 
where C2+ct'l+a/2(~?j) with the norm I-I}~, +') denotes the Banach space of 
functions f on £2j that have continuous derivatives fx, x, and f ,  in 12j and a 
finite norm (cf. [5, Chap I (1.10)]) 
f (2+=)= i f l~)+ If, l~ '+ Ifx, l~) + ~x,x, ~, oj f (o) 
~/2 1 - + Hx,~,(f~,.,) + H,a,(f,) + H~+ ,)/2(f~) + ,/2 Hta,(fx, x,). 
The last four summands denote the HSlder constants with respect o the 
indicated exponents and variables. Again, C 2 ÷ "' 1+,/2(f2) is a Banach space 
with respect o the norm 
N 
lu l l+,)  = y. 
j= l  
For a detailed iscussion of cLnetworks and function spaces associated to 
them, cf. [2, Chap. 1], and for the graph theoretical terminology, cf. [9]. 
3. THE MAIN RESULT 
G is always supposed to be a cLnetwork as defined in the preceding sec- 
tion With v > 3. Let C(t) = (cij(t)) denote a n x N matrix of time-dependent 
conductivity factors at the vertices with the property 
E,~k j~%>O in [0, T], (5) 
and let/~;: [0, T] ---) R and r i : [0, T ]  ----) ~ (1 ~ i < n), f~ : I2j ---) • (1 --5_ j < N), 
and if: G ~ R denote given functions. Then we consider the following initial 
boundary value problem on G for T> 0: 
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(a) u e C2. 1(f2) 
(b) Vje {1 ..... N}: Ljuj =f j  in g2jp 
(c) VE, eIntEVte(O, T]: 
(d) 
(e) 
N 
dyco.(t) ujxj(Ei, t)+ ri(t ) u(E,, t) = fl,(t) 
j= l  
ulG×{o~ =~ 
VE,~dG 33,~ {0, 1} Vt¢ (0, T]: 
(6,=O=~r,(t)= 1) 
and for d,j # 0 
6,docv(t) ujxj(E,, t) + r,(t) u(Ei, t) = fli(t) 
(6) 
By (e), at each boundary vertex E, we impose either a Dirichlet boundary 
condition or an inhomogeneous 3rd boundary condition. One can also 
think of a Dirichlet boundary condition at a ramification ode E,, but, 
since it can be regarded as being split into ?, such conditions at ?, vertices, 
this kind of problem appears as a special one of type (6). 
Besides the parabolicity condition 
aj > 0 in t2j for all j E { 1 ..... N}, 
the coefficients and initial data are assumed to satisfy 
(7.1) 
for some ~ ~ (0, 1). Note that we do not require the coefficients %, bj, cj, 
and fj to constitute functions on I2, which are well defined in Int E. Besides 
the continuity condition at Int E contained in (a), we impose the com- 
patibility condition (8) to the initial data ~: 
qJ satisfies (c) and (e) for t = 0. 
Whenever ?, = 1, 6, = 0, and d v # 0, then 
fli,(O)= Aj (E,, O, o-~j) ~j(E,) + fj(E,, O). 
(8.]) 
(8.2) 
aj, bj, cj,fj~C='=/2(12j) for all j~{1 ..... N}, (7.2) 
cy, fl,,r,6Cl+'/2([O,T]) for all jE{1 ..... N} 
and is{1 ..... n}, (7.3) 
~' ~ C2 + ~(G), (7.4) 
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Whenever kh c~ kj = { E, }, then 
=A, E,,O, ¢,(E,)+£.(E,O). (8.3) 
As the main result of this paper, we will prove the following theorem in 
Sections 4-9. 
THEOREM. Suppose the conditions (7.1-7.4) and the compatibility 
conditions(8) are fulfilled. Then problem(6) has a unique solution 
u e C 2 + ~" l + ,/2(g2)" It satisfies the estimate 
lul'g+ '-<Ko '" __  "F G (0 ,  T ]  ] ' 
J 1 i= l  I 
where the constant Ko depends only on the coefficients of all Aj, on all c,j, r,, 
and on G and T. 
4. THE CORRESPONDING PARABOLIC SYSTEM 
In order to prove the theorem, problem (6) is shown 
equivalent to an initial boundary value problem 
~ x,t,-~x, ~ u=f  in (O, 1 )x (O, r ]  
se x,t,~x u=~ on {O, 1}x[O,T]  
Cgu=~b on [0, 1] x {0}, 
first to be 
(9.1) 
(9.2) 
(9.3) 
where ~ denotes a parabolic matrix differential operator. Then we show 
that problem (9) is well stated in the sense of [5, Chap. VII, Sect. 9] or 
[8, Sect. 1 ], and therefore the existence theorem of Solonnikov (cf. Sect. 9) 
can be applied to it. We set 
O = [0, 1 ] x [0, T], 
s = {o, 1} × [o, r ] ,  
So = {(o, o), (1, o)}. 
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On all edges, we rescale the arc length parameters xj with a common 
independent variable x e [0, 1 ] via 
xtj, (lo) 
and for functions u: £2 ~ R we define the N-vector 
u(x, t) = (uj(xl,, t))N~ i. 
The continuity conditions at Int E will appear later on as part of the boun- 
dary conditions for x=0 and x= 1. Note that C2+~'1+~/2(g2) is a closed 
subspace of the product space XN=_ 1 C2 + ~" 1 + ~/2(£2j) =~ C2 + ~. 1 + ~/2(Q, RN), 
whose canonical norms are equivalent to 1. I~ + ") on C 2 + ~" 1 +,/2(12) by (10). 
We introduce 
a=(aj) N×l, b=(bj)N×l, C=(Cj)N×I, f=( f j )N×l ,  
~b = (~,)U ×1 (recall that ~bj = ~ o n,), 
O 
~? aj(xl~, t) 0 2 
- Ot 1~ Ox 2 
bj(xl,, t) 0 
Ox c (xt , t), 
and, using the Kronecker delta 6jk, the diagonal matrices 
x,t, ,N 
o ,o ] ]  
Then the differential equations (b) become equivalent o(9.1), and the 
initial condition (d) reads like (9.3). 
For x = 0 and x = 1, (c) and (e) and the continuity conditions at Int E 
have to be comprehended as a system boundary condition of the form 
x,t, x, 
in such a way that the rows of the principal part of N(x, t, i~2, p2 2) with 
respect o 2 and to appropriate xponents ~. and tk are linearly indepen- 
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dent in S. Though it will be in the last elementary, the apt definition of the 
matric ~ is the crucial step of the whole procedure. In order to assign to 
x = 0 and x = 1 the right entries in ~, in general we have to modify the 
network G by means of partitions and doublings of edges, subject to the 
equivalence of the modified problem with (6). 
5. SOME ELEMENTARY NETWORK OPERATIONS 
We start with a simple, but useful remark. 
(12) Consider the problem 
Lu :=ut -aUxx-bu_~-cu=f in  (r 1, r3)x (0, T] } 
ult=o---~•C2+~(Erl, r3]) 1 (t) 
on H= [rl, r3]x [0, T], where a, b, c, and f satisfy(7.1) and(7.2). For 
s = 1, 2 let us • C 2 + ~' 1 + ~/2( [G, rs + 1 ] x [0, T] ) be solutions of  
Lu=f in  (G, rs+l)X (0, T), u~it=o=~blE ...... ,1 
with r2 • (r l, r3) and 
u~(r2, t) = udr2, t) and u~x(r2, t) = uz~(r2, t) for  all t • [0, T]. 
Then 
U :~- U 1 k.) U 2 = (X, l)  ~ I u l (X '  
t) if rl < X __< r2 
(udx ,  t) if r2 < x < r3 
is an element of  C 2 + ~' 1+~/2(H) and a solution of  ('~ ). 
By the partition of an edge kj with Er = xj(0) and Es = xj(lj) we mean the 
following operation. 
(P) As a new vertex we introduce 
and set 
E'. +, = re,(/:/2) 
n '=n+l  N '=N+I  
I~=U2 lSv+l =l;  
~; = ~j([o, l j ] )  k ; ,+,  = ~j([ l ; ,  l ,]) 
e'=e,. {e;+,} K'={k;.k'.,+,},_,K\{k,} 
r'=(E',K') a'= U k'. 
k'~K' 
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In view of problem (6), we define the matrix C'(t) via 
' C t ' , Co~Cr j~ s ,N+l~Cs j~ Cn+l , j~Cn+l ,N+l  ~-1 ,  
Clh=C,h for i#n+l  andh#jorh#N+l ,  
and 
r;=r,, fl;=lff, for i#n+ l, r',+,=fl',+x-O, 
while ~', a', b', c', f ' ,  L', and ~' are defined by restriction and analogous 
renaming of the indices. 
Conditions (5), (7), and (8) remain valid correspondingly, especially 
(8.1) and (8.3), since ~j, ~,j=j, and ~jxj,j are continuous in [0, l~]. By (12), a 
solution of the modified problem (6') is also a solution of (6) in a natural 
way. 
Note that G = G', but F' ¢ F. The network G is enlarged by the doubling 
of an edge kj, which we explain only in the case 
~j(0) = E, ~ Int E, zcj(lj) = E, ~ Int E. 
(D) As a new edge k 'u + l we choose a d-curve in A m that joins Er and 
E, and has the length l'u + 1 >1 lj with 
and set 
kN+lC~G={Er, E~}, 
E '=E N'=N+I  
K '=Ku {k~v+, } G'=Guk'u+~ 
F' = (E', K') f2'= G' x [0, T], etc. 
In E' and g2 as a subset of 0', all operators and coefficients in (6) remain 
unaltered, especially ' -  '=  ' %-% and cs~ csj, whereas on ku, we define via 
a(Xu,) = xN'lj(l'u')--I 
a'N'(XN', t)= aj(a(Xu,), t) 
and in the same way b~,+l, c~v+l, f~v+t, and ~'~v+l, 
L'u, XN,, t, OXN, Ot = a(Xu'), t, lN" 0 ' l~ ~xN,' ~t 
and 
c'~,u+l=e's,u+~=_O. (13) 
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Though the matrix C' no longer satisfies the incidence positivity 
relation (5), the modified initial boundary value problem will still become 
well stated. Also, F' is no longer a simple graph, but we only need (D) as a 
step in the following operation. For the sake of simplicity, we also rescale 
the parametrizations ~ as in (10) by 
~,(x)='~(x~) with xe  [0, 1]. 
(PDP) Let kj be an edge of F with rr,(0)=E, e ln tE  
~zj(1) = Ese lnt  E. 
According to (P), kj is partitioned so that in F' 
xj(O) = E~, x~V+l(1) = Es 
and 
and 
{E'n+,}=k'j~k'N+ 1. 
Then, we apply (D) to kj with 
~](0)  = rt~+ 2(0 ) = Er in F". 
Applying (P) to k'/ and k~+ 2, we are finally led to a graph F ' ,  in which the 
orientation is given by the one of F and by the following incidences, see 
Fig. 1: 
k .  
0 ] i 
g : 
N 
r s 
k I 
0 ] 1 0 kN+l  1 
o • • 
E~+i 
k II 
N+2 
3 
kNl+ 1 
k. , .  N+2/ "~'N+4 
0 / ~ 0 k ' "  
0 /~ 1~1 0~0 N+I 
k" '  ~" k ' "  
] N+3 
! 
FIGURE 1 
11 
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E~"= E~ = n~+ l(1) 
E;  t= E r = 7[A I  + 2(0)  -~- 7~;"(0)  
tt! t ttv vtt tt! E,,+, = E,,+, = nu+ 1(0) = ~N+ 3(0)  -~" gN+4(0) 
tit vt! ¢vt E,,+2 = ~jv+ 2(1 ) =/~U+ 4(1) 
vt! ~ 7~ttt tit 
En+ 3 N+3( l )  = 7[j (1). 
We use the abbreviation F ° = F"  and modify problem (6) into (6 °) on G ° and 
f2 ° according to the definitions in (P) and (D). 
Note that 
N°=N+4 and n°=n+3 
and that F ° is bipartite, if F is bipartite. Furthermore we have G ~ G ° and 
12~12 ° and, by (13), 
o o c, .u+2=c,+ku+4~O. (14) 
Thus, by omitting the edges k~,+2 and k~v+4 , by restriction onto g2, and 
by (12), a solution of (6 °) on g2 ° leads to a solution of (6) on £2. The 
assumptions (5), (7), and (8) remain valid analogously except that the 
matrix C ° violates condition (5) twice by (14). The definition (13) in (D) 
seems inevitable, since only because of (14), the compatibility con- 
dition (8.3) remains valid by (7.2-7.4). Therefore we can state 
(15) In the sense of the theorem, the solvability of problem (6 °) on I2 ° 
is equivalent to the solvability of (6) on £2. 
By appropriate partitions (P) of edges, which are admissable by (12), we 
may assume that 
F is bipartite. (R1) 
This is precisely the situation that permits an orientation of F, by which 
each vertex is only the negative end (x = 0) of the incident edges or only 
the positive end (x = 1) of the incident edges. For h = 0, I we set 
~= {i i 1 <_i<_n, Vj~ {1 ..... N}: (du¢O~do=2h-  1)}, 
~A/'~ = { i~ i  7,> 1}, Jff~= { i~ i  7,= 1}, 
nh = I.Arh[, n~, = IJV'~,I, n~ = IX~I, 
X~k= { ieX~i  ~i=k} and nh~k= IXh~k[ for k=0,1,  
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and 
/~ =/t (F )  = n~) - n~ + no~x - nl°l. 
Since N= Z ,~ 7, and L'h = N-nh ,  we have 
p = Z" 1 -- Z" o + n~o -- n~o. 
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(16) 
(17) 
6. REDUCTION TO THE CASE ]A = 0 
The matrix ~ must have the following properties, cf. [5, Chap. VII, 
Sect. 9]. The exponents in the homogeneity condition defining the principal 
part ~o of ~ have to be the same for x = 0 and x = 1, while the rows of ~o 
have to be linearly independent. Thus, the number of rows corresponding 
to the continuity conditions in Int E and to the Dirichlet boundary con- 
ditions in (e) and the number of rows containing O/Ox have to be the same, 
when counted in Jffo and ~ separately. Since the continuity condition in 
E, ~ Int E corresponds to exactly y, - 1 independent equations, we are led 
to the conditions 
Z'I + n~o = ~'o + n~o, n," + na~ =n~+n~,, (18) 
or p = 0. Of course, this is not satisfied in general. But, it can be achieved 
by extending F and G with the aid of (P) and (PDP). Suppose that 
p>O, 
otherwise interchange 0 and 1. A boundary vertex, which is a negative nd, 
can be changed into a positive end by applying (P) to the incident edge so 
that the new graph F' remains bipartite. Thus, without changing/~, we may 
assume 
which implies by (17) 
n~l =0, 
# < n~). 
If n~ = 0, then F is a star graph with n~l --- 0, which can be easily enlarged 
by (P) so that/~(F') =0. Thus we may assume 
n]>0.  
Since F is connected, we can choose a pair of adjacent ramification odes 
E, with re  Y~ and Es with s~ X] .  We apply the operation (PDP) to the 
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edge kj joining E r and E~ and are led to the network G ° with F °. As for the 
modified problem (6°), we find two additional continuity conditions at 
E~ + 1 and one at E~ °, and only one new Kirchhoff condition at E ° ÷1, while 
there is one additional condition of each kind at E~ + 2 and E~, + 3. Since E; 
and E~+ 1 are negative nds, while E°+ 2 and E°+ 3 are positive ends, see 
Fig. 1, we have 
n°=n+3,  N°=N+4,  n~°=n~, 
n~ ° = n~ + 2, n~) °= n~ + 1, 
and, by ( l 6), 
p°=#- - l .  
We repeat his procedure # times under the following condition. 
(19) As ramification odes E, in (PDP), # distinct ramification odes 
in G are chosen, which are negative nds in G. 
This is possible, since # < n~, since Int E c Int E ° and G c G°, and since 
(PDP) does not alter the bipartition of G. In this way, we arrive at a 
cV-network G* with associated graph F*, in which, by analogous definition, 
the following equations hold: 
n*=n+3# N*=N+4# 
nr . _ , ,  +# n~*-  " o - "0  -n  1+2/~ 
na , __ .a n~,* = n~s 0s - -  I '0s  
#* =0. 
By (14) and (19), there are exactly 2p ramification odes in G*, p from 
Int E and # from Int E°\Int E, at which exactly once c* = 0 and d,* ¢ 0 
holds. In the corresponding rows of the matrix C*(t), the incidence 
positivity relation (5) is violated once. Thus, C* satisfies the condition 
7*>-2=,l{j!Vt~[O,T]:doco(t  ) 2  . >0}l>~'* - l .  (20) 
Thus, in all cases of G with #(F) ¢ 0, we find extensions G* and F* of G 
and F so that, by (15), the modified problem (6*) is equivalent to problem 
(6). All conditions in (7) and (8) remain valid analogously, only C* 
satisfies in general the weaker condition (20) instead of (5). 
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For the sake of simplicity, we go back to the first notat ion and write G 
instead of G*, etc., and we assume 
/~ = O. (R2) 
As a consequence, (18) holds, and we set 
r + no~l( r + nlOl). x=n o - -n  I 
7. DEFINITION OF THE MATRIX .~ 
Suppose the vertices are labelled as follows: 
{i! 1 --<i--<K} = JV'~ ~) JV'°ll 
{ii x+ 1 --< i<2K} = J[/'~) k..) JV'OOl 
{i i 2x+ 1 < i<  2~c+n~o } = ./V'~o 
{ii 2x + n~o+ 1 <i<n} = JV'oeo . 
For  each E, ~ Int E with i ~ dVT, we choose 7, - 1 arbitrary, but fixed, pairs 
of edge indices 
(J10), J20, ;t)) with d,s,,)dij2(,,a)= 1 
and 
I { J l ( I )}  k.) {J2(l, J')i 1 < 2 < Y,-- 1 }l = Y,, 
where the first components are all equal. Since two edges determine 
uniquely a common vertex, the indication of J with i is not necessary. 
All together, there are X, such pairs belonging to JV;, which are simply 
numbered by 
(Jl(z;A),J2(t;A)) with A=I  ..... X, for t=0,1 .  
The coefficients of ~ are defined as follows. For  1 < k < N, we set in the 
case l < i<x  
lk OX +(1-x )  d'+~'k 
C,+K,k(t) C9 ri(t) 
x 1~ ~x +x~k-7,  
r, + ~(t) 
+ (1 -x )  d2,+K.k - ,  (21) 
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and in the case x + 1 < j < N 
where for t E {0, 1 } 
(22) 
+1 i f k=J lO ; j -x )  andx+l<j<S,+~c,  
-1  i f k=J2( t ; j -x )  and~c+l<j<.F,,+x, 
Big(z, t )= +1 if 2 t -  1 =d,k, I+x+S,<j<N,  and 
j -  to-S,  = i -  2tc - (1 - t )  n%, 
0 otherwise. 
Finally, we define the N × N matrix 
and the N-vector • = x (~)+ (1 -x ) (~°) ,  whose components are defined 
by 
t 
fl,(t) i f~ j0 )=E,  and ieX ,  ~, l< j<x  
q~j(t) = or x +L ' ,+  I__<j<N, 
0 otherwise. 
As required in Section 4, (c), (d), (e), and the continuity conditions in Int E 
are brought into the form 
x,  t, ~xx uls = q~, (9 .2 )  
while (18) enables an appropriate definition of homogeneity exponents, 
see (24). 
8. THE COMPLEMENTARY CONDITIONS FOR ,.~ AND 
By(7.1), the operator ~e is strongly parabolic in the sense of I-5, 
Chap. VII, p. 604] and, afortiori ,  parabolic of order 2 in the sense of 
Solonnikov 1-8, Sect. 1] or I-5, Chap. VII, p. 601, Def. 4] in a simple case. 
We set 
ts=2 and sj=O for I< j<N.  (23) 
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Then the principal part with respect to 2 of each polynomial 
£~j(x, t, i~2, p22), which is defined as the sum LPjo of terms satisfying the 
homogeneity condition 
5~°jo(X, t, i~),, p)2)= )t,k +t~yo(X, t, i~, p), 
is equal to 
aj(x, t) 
~,(x,  t, i~, p )= P +----77---¢2, 
s :  
while S°o= (Sejo 6jk)N×N is the principal part of &o. For 
L(x, t, i~, p) = det(LP(x, t, i~, p)) 
we find as the principal part 
Lo(x, t, i~, p) = det(LPo) - j=l (P  +___~j2 ~2) .a j (x ,  t)
For (x, t) • Q and p • C with Re p > O, we introduce the polynomial 
N 
L+(x, t, ~, p) = 1-I (~-~/ (x ,  t, p)), 
J= l  
(24) 
where zf - (x , t ,p)  denotes the root with positive imaginary part of 
~jo(X, t, iz, p)= O. 
Now we determine the principal part ~0 = (B;k)u× N of the matrix 8. Let 
fljk denote the degree of Bjk(x, t, i~2, p2 2) as a polynomial in 2 and aq 
denote 
_-1 i f l<q<x (25) 
O'q = 2 otherwise 
so that trq + t k = flqk for 1 < q, k < N. The element Bj~ is the sum of all 
terms of Bjk satisfying the homogeneity condition 
B~k(X, t, i~,~, p~2) = 2,~j+ tkB~k(X, t i~, p). 
Thus, the elements B~k of 8o coincide with Bjk for x + 1 < j < N, while, for 
1 < j< ~c, they are obtained by omitting the terms not containing O/Ox 
in(21). The matrices ~o(Z,t,i~), t=0,1 ,  are decomposable as block 
diagonal matrices with n, blocks, 
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NxN 
~o(~, t, i¢)~- 
~R(O)  o) [ 
that are given by 
O) - -  ~ ,hln~o njO 
B~h,~ = dhkChk(t)  i~ for ~h = 1, 6h = 1, and  dhk = 2t - 1, 
and 
B(h) - -  (0  - -  
dhk I Chkl i~ 
lk 1 
1 
i¢ ... dhk, ehk~ i¢ oh% 
lk, "'" dh% l% 
-1  0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  0 
0.. -1"" ' " . . .  
i i i i i i  o , ,  °o .•  ••• ,  
"" '"  . . . . .  " ' " -1  " "0  
0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ::: 0 -1  Yh x ?h 
in the case 7h > 1. By virtue of (19) and (20), we deduce - D(h) rank o0) = 7h and 
rank ~o(X, t, i~)=N over C[~] in S. (26) 
LEMMA. 9B o and ~o satisfy the following complementary condition [5, 
p. 611] or [8, p. 11]: For any point (x, t )6S  and for any 0~p~C with 
Re p > 0 the rows of the matrix 
~l(x, t, iz, p) := ~o(X, t, iz, p) Lo(x, t, iz, p) Aeol(X, t, it, p) 
are linearly independent modulo L+(x, t, iz, p) as a polynomial in z. 
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Proof. An easy calculation yields the elements of d4 = (M,k)N× N" 
Mjk(X, t, i'c, p)= 
d cjk(t), f i  { a~(O,t) 
rTSk 
i f x=O and l_<j<~c 
dj+x.k Ik p+ ~2 
r=l 
r~k 
i f x= land  l=<j<~ 
( a~(x, t) ) 
q- f i  P q - T  T2 
r=k 
r~k 
if B]k = +1 and ~+ 1 <=j<N 
0 otherwise 
With the aid of Euclid's algorithm we find polynomials 
N 
 jk(x, t, p) = Z t, p) 
=- Mjk(x, t, it, p) mod L+C[z ]  
with 
I 
N-1  
Deg~ ~/1jk(X, t Z, p) = N-- 2 
0 
if 1 =<j=<x and B]k ¢ O, 
if x+ 1 <=j<N and Bj~¢O, 
otherwise, 
because Mjk(L + )- 1 ~- BfkLo(L + ((pl~)/ak + ~2)) - 1 
The N 2 row vectors r~(~) a(N)q L jk , '" ,  jk J are collected in the N x N 2 matrix 
d= 
I ... o~(N) . ~(I) ~)  ll "" ~IN 
• . . . . " 
5(1) ~(N) (1) N1 . . . . . .  O~NN 
~(N) t
N: 
that is decomposable with a similar block pattern as ~o. In the following 
matrices, let * denote nonzero elements, while outside the brackets [ ..- ] 
all elements are equal to 0. Now introduce blocks of the form 
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[ *0] 
~(o1_ [ *0] 
~ x , O )  - -  . . . 
[ *0] 
(note that s¢ (°) - ~ is possible) and for 1 < h < x 
O)  - -  
-f *1 
[ *o] 
~,lhl_ [ *0] 
(0  - -  - • • • 
[ *o] 
T 
N 
[ *] [ . . .* ]  [ *] [ 
lie " , .  [ .Q] ... 
iiiiiiiiii:: 
' " . [  *0] 
T T 
2N-  1 yhN-- 1 
(Nn~)  
_ ,  
, 7h x [ NTh) 
By virtue of the assumption i  (e) and of (20) ~¢ is decomposable 
~__- 
YhN 
".. y~N 
N x N 2 
in the indicated form. In ,j(h~ the Nth and the (tiN- 1)th column vectors, 
2 < q < Yh, are linearly independent, and rank ~o)_  n~o. Thus, summing 0 )  - -  
up all the ranks, 
rank d (x ,  t, p) = N 
with Re p > 0. 
for any (x,t) eSand for any O#peC 
This is an equivalent formulation of the complementary condition, cf. [8, 
Sect. 14], and the Lemma is shown by it. 1 
The complementarity originates in the method of frozen coefficients of 
Z/'o and ~o in any point of the lateral surface, with the aid of which fun- 
damental matrices for the solution of associated half space problems can be 
obtained, cf. [5, Chap. VII, Sect. 9] and [8, Chaps. I and If]. It should be 
noted that the vector ( in [5, Chap. VII(9.4)] and [8, p. 11] is the zero 
vector in our situation. Furthermore, one of the advantages of that theory 
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is that the principal part ~o depends on the numbers tj. Thus, the 
exponents can vary with the rows of ~ provided that a k + tj > flkj. 
The complementary condition [5, p. 614] or I-8, p. 12] for cg and £~' is 
easily seen to be fulfilled. With the exponents 
pq = --tk= --2 for 1 <q, k<N (27) 
~g = (6~k) as ~g(x, i~A, p;~2) is equal to its principal part c4 o with respect o ~., 
and the matrix ~o(X, O, p) Lo(x, O, O, p) Leol(X, O, O, p)= pN--~(fjk) has 
rank N over C[p]/pNC[p]. 
Thus, with the definitions in Sections 4 and 7, problem (9) is a well- 
stated initial boundary value problem for a parabolic system in the sense of 
Solonnikov [8] or [5, Chap. VII, Sect. 9], while it is equivalent o 
problem (6). 
9. APPLICATION OF A THEOREM OF V. A. SOLONNIKOV 
It remains to show the compatibility conditions of order 0 in the sense of 
[8, p. 98] for f, tb, and ~b. Recall that the compatibility conditions of order 
k are fulfilled, if for any iq >= 0 with 2iq + [Tq <~: k and 6q from (24) 
~iq N (X, t, ~ d ~'q Bqj.  ,- )uj(x,,)tso=Tq (X,t)lso (28) 
holds, where the derivatives (ds/dts)uj(x, t)[,= o are computed recursively 
by u~°)(x, t )= Cj(x, t), ujt(x, 0)=Aj(x, 0, d/dx)~j(x)+fj(x,0), etc. In our 
situation k = [~] = 0 and therefore (28) has only to be shown for iq = 0 in 
the case 1 < q < x and for iq = 0 or 1 in the case • + 1 < 1 < N. By virtue 
of(21) and (22), (8.l) reads 
x,O,~x x ~(x)=¢(x ,O)  for x~{O, 1}, 
which corresponds to all the cases iq=O. Since by(8.3) ujt(x,O) and 
Urt(X, O) coincide for do.= di,. = 2x -  1, ie JV~ and x e {0, 1}, (8.3) and (8.2) 
are by virtue of (22) equivalent to 
% x,O, x uAx, O) 
j= l  \ 
=q~t(x,O) for l+x<q<N and xe  {0, 1}. 
By that all the cases iq = 1 are settled. As already noted above, all com- 
patibility conditions remain valid correspondingly, if the operations (P) 
505/72/2-10 
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and (PDP) have to be applied in order to achieve the reductions (R1) and 
(R2). 
Finally, the unique solvability of(6) is established by applying the 
Theorem (4.9) of [8, Sect. 18] to problem (9), which will be formulated in 
the special case b = 1 and r = m and in the notation of [5, Chap. VIII. The 
homogeneity exponents in (23), (25), and (27), being equal to the degrees 
in 2 in our case, are just the differences between the orders of smoothness 
of the solution and those of the coefficients and of the inhomogeneities. 
THEOREM ([5, Chap. VII, Thm. (10, 1)]). Let : be a noninteger with 
: > max {0, al .... , a r }. Suppose S = 012 ~ C: + r~axj t and the coefficients of the 
operators Lkj, Bk:, and C~j, as well as fk, q~q, and fk~, belong to the spaces 
C t -,k. ~: ,k)/2(QT) ' C : -  ~" (: -~k)/2(Sr), and C:-P'(~), respectively. Further- 
more, suppose the compatibility conditions of order It:] are fulfilled. 
Then the problem [5, Chap. VII(9.31)] 
5eu =f in  Qr, Mulsr =qS, Cgult=o = ~k 
has a unique solution u = (Uj)m× ~ with uj ~ C e+'' ~e+,j)/2(Or). It is subject to 
the estimate 
(29, 
J~ l  1 q=l  ~t=l 
where the constant c depends only on g2, L#, ~,  <~, and T. 
Recall that in our case n[5]=1, m[5]---N, r=N,  b=l ,  I2153= [0,1], 
O-r[sl = Qr, ST~51 = S, So[5] = So, ~ = a, c = Ko. 
As pointed out in Section 4, the left-hand side of (29) generates a norm 
on C 2+''1+~/2(I2) that is equivalent to 1.1(~+'). This finishes the proof of 
the Theorem in Section 3. 
Remark. The application of the theory developed in I-8] suggests how 
to solve initial boundary value problems on networks, which involve linear 
differential operators Lj of higher order in t (1/2b(sj + tj)) and in xj (sj + tj) 
on the edges provided that det(6jk~) is 2b-parabolic in the sense of [5, 
Chap. VII, p. 598 ]. The demonstration of the corresponding complemen- 
tary conditions for ~o and ~o will be in general complicated, but at last 
elementary as long as (26) can be shown. As conditions at the ramification 
nodes, we impose, e.g., Kirchhoff laws for the derivatives of odd order 
(<s  j+ t j -1 )  or pairwise ratios for the derivatives of even order 
(=<sj+ t j -2) .  
Conversely, the techniques presented here show that, in many cases, 
initial boundary value problems for systems with spatial dimension 1 can 
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be formulated as well-stated problems in the sense of [8], although a direct 
definition of the principal part ~o subject to the complementary condition 
is not possible. A repeated enlargement of the system as described in 
(PDP), e.g., can lead to a system, for which an appropriate definition 
of homogeneity exponents becomes possible. Of course, the rank 
condition (26) must hold in any case. 
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